TRANSPORT is the ultimate in impressioning convenience. A handheld,
disposable impression syringe, TRANSPORT provides more control
intraorally compared to bulky impression guns and cartridges, and saves
you money on costly mixing tips and wasted impression material.
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Ensure top slide is open to let air escape
(inset). Place TRANSPORT syringe barrels
against cartridge and squeeze gun gently.
If using a new cartridge, bleed a pea-sized
amount of material to ensure even fill
(base/catalyst).

3
Slide the mixing tip
section all the way
across until the tab
snaps off.

For 1 prep, fill halfway.
For 2 preps, fill the syringe, leaving enough
space for the plunger ends to be inserted
without premature extrusion at the
TRANSPORT mixing section (a little
practice is necessary).

Depress the plunger to mix and then syringe
around the preparation, keeping the tip
submerged in the wash material to avoid air
entrapment.

To Pre-Load For Later Use
Follow steps 1 and 2. Slide mixing tip partway until
you hear/feel a click and the O-rings are completely
sealed. It is important that you do not snap the tab
off during this step. The TRANSPORT syringe is
now ready for storage until needed.

Gently insert the plunger to seal the end of
the barrels of the TRANSPORT syringe.
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